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Abstract

This work faces the problem of web service selection and composition, discussing the ad-
vantages that derive from the inclusion, in a web service declarative description, of the
high-level communication protocol, that is used by the service for interacting with its part-
ners, allowing a rational inspection of it. The inspiration comes from research in the field
of multi-agent systems, where communication plays a fundamental role. In particular, we
refer to a logic framework for reasoning about actions and about the change produced by
actions on the world, presenting an extension of an agent logic programming language, that
accounts for communicative actions and conversation protocols. Web services are, then,
viewed as actions, either simple and characterized by preconditions and effects, or complex
and identified by their behavior. Interaction is interpreted as the effect of communicative
actions on the mental states of the agents that are involved.

Key words: Semantic web-service composition, reasoning about actions, conversation
protocols, modal logic languages

1 Introduction

Recent years witnessed a rapid evolution of the concept of world-wide web. In the
early days the web was a means for sharing static documents. Then, the new con-
cept of mediator softwares was introduced, that is, applications aimed at retrieving,
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collecting, and properly presenting to the user the desired information. The key
characteristic of this kind of softwares is that they are remotely invoked over the
web, simply by entering the corresponding URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), and
can be queried by proper interfaces, mainly implemented as HTML forms. The
next, unsurprising, step was to conceive the web as a platform for sharing appli-
cation devices, namedweb services[29]. This further step-ahead mainly centers
around the idea that web services are to be retrieved, invoked, and possibly com-
posed automatically by other application devices rather than by human beings, the
long-term goal being seamlessinteroperabilityamong networked programs and de-
vices.

In order for a web resource to be used by an automatic device it must bear some
public information about itself, its structure, its contents, the way in which it is
supposed to be used, and so forth. The information must be represented according
to some conventional formalism, which must rely onwell-founded models, upon
which it is possible to define access and usage mechanisms. In order to meet the
new requirements, the World-Wide Web Consortium (W3C), has given birth to the
Semantic Webinitiative [9]. The main assumption of these researches is that in order
for a description to bemachine-interpretable, it must have adeclarative format. On
this line a set of standard languages based on artificial intelligence technology (RDF
and RDF-S [40], and OWL [33]) have been developed, that enable the definition of
vocabularies and of ontologies of terms, which can be used for producing semantic
annotations of the web resources.

Concerning web services, this new perspective brings along a central issue: study-
ing declarative descriptions aimed at allowing forms of automated interoperation,
that include, on the one hand, the automation of tasks, like matchmaking and ex-
ecution of web services, on the other, the ultimate challenge we focus on, that is
automatingselection and compositioncustomized w.r.t. the users goals. In this issue
it is possible to distinguish three necessary components: first, web services capa-
bilities must be represented according to some public, declarative and expressive
formalism with a well-defined semantics; second, automated tools for reasoning
about such a description and performing tasks of interest must be developed; third
in order to gain flexibility in fulfilling the user’s request, reasoning tools should
represent such requests asabstract goals.

The approach that we propose is to exploit results achieved by the community
that studieslogic for agent systemsand, in particular,reasoning about actions and
change. Indeed, the availability of semantic information about web resources en-
ables the application of reasoning techniques, such as ontology reasoning constraint
reasoning, non-monotonic reasoning, and temporal reasoning [1], whose use would
allow the design of systems that, being able of autonomous decisions, can adapt to
different users and are open to interact with one another.

The work presented in this article is set on this line of research. We propose to
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use techniques forreasoning about actionsfor performing the automatic selection
and composition of web services, in a way that is customized w.r.t. the users’s
request. The claim is that there is a fundamental behavior level, currently not ad-
dressed by the proposers of ontology languages for web service description, that
should instead be considered and explicitly incorporated: theinteraction level, con-
cerning thecommunicative behaviorof the web service, and more specifically the
interaction protocolthat it adopts for communicating with its clients or partners.
The specific approach that we propose inherits from the experience of the research
community that studies multi-agent systems and, in particular, logic-based formal-
izations of interaction aspects. Indeed, communication has intensively been studied
in the context of formal theories of agency [13,?] and a great deal of attention has
been devoted to the definition of standard agent communication languages (ACL),
e.g. FIPA [17] and KQML [15]. Recently, most of the efforts have been devoted to
the definition of formal models of interaction among agents, that useconversation
protocols. The interest for protocols is due to the fact that they improve the inter-
operability of the various components (often separately developed) and allow the
verification of compliance to the desired standards.

By taking the abstraction of web services as software agents, that communicate by
following predefined, public and sharable interaction protocols, we have studied
the possible benefits, provided by a declarative description of their communica-
tive behavior, in terms ofpersonalizationof the service selection and composition.
The approach models the interaction protocols provided by web services by a set
of logic clauses representing policies, thus at high (not at network) level. A de-
scription by policies is definitely richer than the usual service profile description
consisting in the input and output, precondition and effect properties usually taken
into account for the matchmaking (see Section 5). Moreover having a logic specifi-
cation of the protocol, it is possible to reason about the effects of engaging specific
conversations, and, on this basis, to perform many tasks in an automatic way; in
particular, selection and composition. Actually, the approach that we propose can
be considered as asecond stepin the matchmaking process, which narrows a set
of already selected services and performs acustomizationof the interaction with
them. Indeed, the problem that this proposal faces can intuitively be described as
looking for a an answer to the question “Is it possible to make a deal with this ser-
vice respecting the user’s goals?”. Given a representation of the service in terms of
logic-based interaction policies and a representation of the customer needs as ab-
stract goals, expressed by a logic formula, logic programming reasoning techniques
are used for understanding if the constraints of the customer fit in with the policy of
the service. Concerning composition, some interesting proposal has already been
carried on in the Semantic Web community by Mc Ilraith et al. [30,34], within
the context of the DAML-S (now OWL-S) project, where techniques derived from
the situation calculus are applied to produce composite and customized services.
Discussion about these works is deepened in Section 5.

The language that we have chosen for facing the problem of describing and reason-
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ing about conversation protocols is the agent languageDyLOG [7]. DyLOG is an
agent programming language, based on a modal logic for reasoning about actions
and beliefs, which has already been used in the development of adaptive web ap-
plications [6]. It allows the specification of the behavior of rational agents, and it
supplies mechanisms for reasoning about it. In Section 3 we recall the main features
of the language and present an extension for dealing with communication. This ex-
tension is based on an agent theory, in which agents havelocal beliefs about the
world and about the mental states of the other agents, and where communications
are modelled as actions that operate on such beliefs. This account of communica-
tion aims at coping with two main aspects: thechange in the statethat encodes an
agent’s beliefs, caused by a communicative act, and thedecision strategyused by
an agent for answering to a received communication. To these aims, the seman-
tics of primitive speech acts is described in terms of effects on the mental state,
both in the case in which the agent is the sender and in the case in which it is the
recipient, and, in the line of [28], conversation protocols are used as decision pro-
cedures. Each agent has a subjective perception of the on-going conversations and,
guided by the protocol, it makes hypothetical assumptions on the other agents’ an-
swers. In the web service application context we exploit such a feature by including
in the knowledge base of an agent (the requester) a description of the potentially
interesting services. This description is given by logic rules expressing their com-
municative policies from the point of view of the requester. The language provides
a goal-directed proof procedure that supports reasoning on communication. This
procedure allows an agent to reason about the interaction that it is going to enact
before it actually occurs, with the aim of proving properties of the possible execu-
tions. In Sections?? and 4 we will show by means of examples how it is possible
to use the new tools offered by the language for representing and reasoning on the
conversation policies of the web services for personalizing the retrieval, the compo-
sition of, and the interaction with services. In this perspective, this article integrates
and extends the work in [3,4].

2 A motivating scenario

This section introduces a simple scenario that will help us in showing how, by rea-
soning about the communicative behavior of web services, it is possible to person-
alize their fruition. The scenario encompasses two kinds of web services for taking
reservation: services to book tables at restaurants and services to book seats at cin-
emas. In this framework it is quite easy to invent queries of various complexity. Not
all of them can be answered by the basic keyword-based (see Section 5) retrieval
mechanisms with sufficient precision. To the aims of this example it is sufficient
to suppose that there are only two restaurant booking services (we will simply call
themrestaurant1andrestaurant2) and two cinema booking services (cinema1and
cinema2). On a keyword basis, the two cinemas have the same description as well
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as the two restaurants but all the services have a different interactive behavior with
their clients. Figure 2 and Figure 3 report their communication protocols, repre-
sented as AUML [32] sequence diagrams. In particular,restaurant1takes part to a
promotion campaign, by which each customer, who made a reservation by the in-
ternet service, receives a free ticket for a movie (Figure 2 (i)).Restaurant2does not
take part to this initiative (Figure 2 (ii)). On the side of cinemas,cinema2accepts
reservations, either to be payed cash or by credit card, but no free tickets (Figure 3
(v) MANCA UN PEZZO******), whereas cinema1accepts the promotional tick-
ets and, as an alternative, it also takes resevations by credit card (Figure 3 (iii) and
(iv)).

One of the simplest tasks that can be imagined is web service retrieval, in this case
the query is a description of the desired service (e.g. “cinema booking service”).
However, what to do when the user is not simply interested in a generic kind of
service but s/he would like to find services that besides being of that kind also
show other characteristics? For instance to find a restaurant booking service that
does not require to confirm the reservation by sending a credit card number. While
in the former case a keyword-based description would have been sufficient, and the
answer would have included bothcinema1andcinema2, in the latter case more
information about the service is necessary. How to considercinema1that requires
either the credit card or a promotional free ticket?

Even more interesting is the case in which the answer to the user’s goal requires to
combine the executions of two (or more) independent web services. For instance,
let us suppose that the user would like to organize an evening out by, first, having
dinner at some nice restaurant and, then, watching a movie; moreover, s/he heard
that in some restaurants it is possible to gain a free ticket for a movie and s/he
would like to profit of this possibility but only if it is not necessary to use the credit
card because s/he does not trust internet connections very much. If, on one hand,
searching for a cinema or a restaurant reservation service is a task that can be ac-
complished by any matchmaking approach, the conditions “look for promotions”
and “do not use my credit card” can be verified only by a rational inspection of
the communication with the services. This verification should be done before the
actual interaction. Obviously, the only combination that satisfies all the user’s re-
quests is to reserve a table atrestaurant1, and then make a reservation atcinema1.
This solution can be found only enacting a planning mechanism that, based on the
description of the interaction protocols, selectsrestaurant1and cinema1and, in
particular, it selects the course of action that makes use of the free ticket.

**********

In order to accomplish the reasoning tasks that have been described, there is a need
of mechanisms that allow the execution of a kind of planning, in which the possible
executions of a sequence of protocols, are evaluated with the aim of deciding if
they meet or not the requirements or under which assumptions. The approach that
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Fig. 1. The architecture.

we propose is, indeed, useful for verifying properties of the possible interactions
that hold a priori and only depend on the message exchange between the agents.
As such, it is useful for understanding if, at all, it is possible to interact with one
or more services so that a task is accomplished in a way that suits the requirements
of the user, possibly selecting among different courses of action only those that
respect them. In this sense, the mechanism performs a kind of personalization of
the service fruition, that is based on reasoning. Due to the complexity intrinsic to
reasoning, these mechanisms are suitable to refine a search, once a limited set of
possible alternatives has been found, otherwise the search would be too much time-
consuming.

RESTAURANTCUSTOMER

yes_no_query(available(Time)

[available(Time)]
inform(reservation(Time))

[available(Time)]
inform(cinema_promo)

[available(Time)]
inform(ft_numeber)

RESTAURANTCUSTOMER

yes_no_query(available(Time)

[available(Time)]
inform(reservation(Time))

(i) (ii)

Fig. 2. The AUML sequence diagrams [32] represent the interactions occurring between
the customer (agentvicar) and each of the restaurant web services; (i) is followed by
restaurant1, (ii) by restaurant2.

Of course, the agent cannot be sure that once the plan is executed it will not fail (for
instance because there is no table left at the restaurant). In that case, a goal revision
mechanism could be enacted, for instance, for relaxing some requirement; so far,
however, we have not faced this problem.

The proposal of this article is to adopt procedural planning techniques, such as
the one offered by theDyLOG agent programming language, which is introduced
hereafter.
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CINEMACUSTOMER

queryIf(available(Film))

X

refuseInform(available(Film))

inform(~available(Film))

inform(available(Film))

yes_no_query

[available(Film]
queryIf(cinema_promo)

X

refuseInform(cinema_promo)

inform(~cinema_promo)

inform(cinema_promo)

[available(Film),cinema_promo]
inform(ft_number) 

[available(Film),cinema_promo]
inform(reservation(Film))

yes_no_query

CINEMACUSTOMER

yes_no_query(available(Film))

[available(Film)]
yes_no_query(cinema_promo)

[available(Film),~cinema_promo]
yes_no_query(pay_by(c_card))

[available(Film),~cinema_promo,
pay_by(c_card)]inform(cc_number) 

[available(Filme,~cinema_promo,
pay_by(c_card)]inform(reservation(Film))

(iii) (iv)

CINEMACUSTOMER

yes_no_query(available(Film))

[available(Film)]inform(pay_by(cash))

[available(Filme]
inform(reservation(Film))

(v)

Fig. 3. In this case, the AUML sequence diagrams represent the possible interactions be-
tween the customer (agentvicar) and each of the cinema web services; (iii) and (iv) are the
two parts of the protocol followed bycinema1; (v), instead, is followed bycinema2.

3 A brief introduction to the DyLOG language

Logic-based, executable languages for agent specification have been deeply inves-
tigated in the last years [2,19,20,7,25]. In this section we recall the main features of
DyLOG (Section 3.1) and present an extension for dealing with communication (the
CKit, Section 3.2), which will be explained with more details and with examples.
For examples and for a thorough description of the core of the language refer to
[7]. For what regards the semantics of theCKit, just a simple generalization w.r.t.
what already described in [7] is required; for this reason Section 3.3 just sketches
the main line of the proposed non-monotonic solution. The proof theory is reported
in Appendix A. Also in this case, it is a generalization of the original proof theory
for DyLOG.

DyLOG is a logic programming language for modeling rational agents, based on a
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modal theory of actions and mental attitudes. In this languagemodalitiesare used
for representingactionswhile beliefsmodel the agent’s internal state. The language
refers to amentalisticapproach, which is also adopted by the standard FIPA-ACL
[17], where communicative actions affect the internal mental state of the agent. The
mental state of an agent is described in terms of a consistent set ofbelief formulas.
The modal operatorBagi models the beliefs of the agentagi. The modal operator
Magi is defined as the dual ofBagi (Magiϕ ≡ ¬Bagi¬ϕ); intuitively it represents
the fact that agentagi considersϕ possible. The language allows also dealing with
nested beliefs, which allow the representation of what an agent thinks about the
other agents’ beliefs, and make reasoning on how they can be affected by commu-
nicative actions possible.DyLOG accounts both foratomicandcomplex actions,
or procedures. Atomic actions are eitherworld actions, that is actions which af-
fect the world, ormentalactions, i.e. sensing or communicative actions which only
modify the agent’s beliefs. For each world action and for each agent the modali-
ties [aagi ] and〈aagi〉 are defined:[aagi ]ϕ denotes the fact that the formulaϕ holds
after everyexecution ofa performed by agentagi, while 〈aagi〉ϕ, represents the
possibilitythatϕ holds after the action has been executed by the agent. A modality
Done(aagi) is also introduced for expressing thata (a communicative act or a world
action) has been executed. Last but not least, the modality2 (box) denotes formulas
that hold in all the possible agent mental states. The formalization ofcomplex ac-
tionsdraws considerably from dynamic logic for the definition of action operators
like sequence, test and non-deterministic choice but, differently than [26],DyLOG
refers to aProlog-likeparadigm and procedures are defined as recursive Prolog-like
clauses. Analogously to what done in the case of atomic actions, for each procedure
p, the language contains also theuniversalandexistential modalities[p] and〈p〉.

All the modalities of the language are normal;2 is reflexive and transitive and its in-
teraction with action modalities is ruled by the axiom2ϕ ⊃ [aagi ]ϕ, that is, inagi’s
mental stateϕ will hold after every execution of any action performed by the agent.
The epistemic modalityBagi is serial, transitive and euclidean. The interaction of
Done(aagi) with other modalities is ruled by the axiomsϕ ⊃ [aagi ]Done(aagi)ϕ
andDone(aagj)ϕ ⊃ BagiDone(aagj)ϕ (awareness), with agi = agj whenaagi is
not a communicative action.

3.1 The agent theory

DyLOG agents are considered as individuals, each with itssubjectiveview of a dy-
namic domain. The framework does not model the real world but only the internal
dynamics of each agent in relation to the changes caused by actions. An agent’s
behavioris specified by adomain descriptionthat includes:

(1) the agent’sbelief state;
(2) actionandprecondition lawsthat describe the effects and the preconditions of
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atomic world actions on the executor’s mental state;
(3) sensing axiomsfor describing atomic sensing actions;
(4) procedure axiomsfor describing complex behaviors.

Let us denote by the termbelief fluentF , a belief formulaBagiL or its nega-
tion, whereL, the belief argument, is a fluent literal (f or ¬f ), a done fluent
(Done(aagi)> or its negation), or a belief fluent ofrank 1 (Bl or ¬Bl). In this
latter case the symboll is anattitude-freefluent, that is a fluent literal or a done
fluent.

Intuitively, thebelief statecontains what an agent (dis)believes about the world and
about the other agents. It is a complete and consistent set ofrank 1 and 2 belief
fluents. A belief state provides, for each agent, a three-valued interpretation of all
the possible belief argumentsL, that can either betrue, false, or undefinedwhen
both¬BagiL and¬Bagi¬L hold.UagiL expresses the ignorance ofagi aboutL.

World actionsare described by their preconditions and effects on theactor’s mental
state; they trigger a revision process on the actor’s beliefs. Formally,action laws
describe the conditional effects onagi’s belief state of an atomic actiona, executed
by agi itself. They have the form:

2(BagiL1 ∧ . . . ∧BagiLn ⊃ [aagi ]BagiL0) (1)
2(MagiL1 ∧ . . . ∧MagiLn ⊃ [aagi ]MagiL0) (2)

Law (1) states that ifagi believes the preconditions to an actiona in a certain
epistemic state, aftera execution,agi will also believe the action’s effects. (2) states
that when the preconditions ofa are unknown toagi, after the execution ofa,
agi will consider unknown also its effects2 . Precondition laws, instead, specify
mental conditions that make an atomic action executable in a state. An agentagi can
executea when the precondition fluents ofa are in its belief state. More formally:

2(BagiL1 ∧ . . . ∧BagiLn ⊃ 〈aagi〉>) (3)

Sensing Actionsproduce knowledge about fluents; they are defined as non-deterministic
actions, with unpredictable outcome, formally modelled by a set ofsensing axioms.
Each sensing actions has associated a setdom(s) of literals (itsdomain). Whenagi

executess, it will know which of such literals is true.

[s]ϕ ≡ [
⋃

l∈dom(s)

sBagi l]ϕ (4)

2 Laws of form (2) allow actions with non-deterministic effects, that may cause alossof
knowledge, to be specified.
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∪ is the choice operator of dynamic logic andsBagi l, for eachl ∈ dom(s), is anad
hocprimitive action, that probes one of the possible outcomes of the sensing. Such
primitive actions are ruled by the simple action clauses:

2(Bagil1 ∧ . . . ∧Bagiln ⊃ 〈sBagi l〉>) (5)

2(> ⊃ [sBagi l]Bagil) (6)

2(> ⊃ [sBagi l]Bagi¬l′) (7)

for eachl′ ∈ dom(s), l 6= l′. Clause (5) means that after any sequence of world
actions, if the set of literalsBagil1 ∧ . . . ∧ Bagiln holds, then the actionsBagi l can
be executed. The other ones describe the effects ofsBagi l: in any state, after the
execution ofsBagi l, l is believed (6), while all the other fluents belonging todom(s)
are believed to be false (7). Note that the binary sensing action on a fluentl, is a
special case of sensing where the associated finite set is{l,¬l}.

Complex actionsspecify complex behaviors by means ofprocedure definitions,
built upon other actions. Formally, a complex action is a collection ofinclusion
axiom schemaof the modal logic, of form:

〈p0〉ϕ ⊂ 〈p1; p2; . . . ; pm〉ϕ (8)

p0 is a procedure name, “;” is the sequencing operatorof dynamic logic, and the
pi’s, i ∈ [1,m], are procedure names, atomic actions, or test actions. Procedure def-
initions may berecursiveand procedure clauses can be executed in agoal-directed
way, similarly to standard logic programs.

3.2 Communication

A communication theoryhas been integrated in the general agent theory by adding
further axioms and laws to the agents’ domain description. It consists ofspeech
acts, get-message actionsandconversation policies.

Speech actsare atomic actions of the formspeech act(sender, receiver, l) where
sender andreceiver are agents andl is either a fluent literal or a done fluent. Since
agents have a personal view of the world, the way in which an agent’s beliefs are
modified by the execution of a speech act depends on therole that it plays. For this
reason, speech act specification is twofold: one definition holds when the agent is
thesender, the other when it is thereceiver. Speech acts are modelled by general-
izing the action and precondition laws of world actions, so to enable the represen-
tation of the effects of communications that are performed by other agents. When
the agent is the sender, the precondition laws contain somesincerity conditionthat
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must hold in the agent’s mental state. Whenagi is the receiver, the action is sup-
posed asalwaysexecutable (agi has no control over a communication performed
by another agent). This representation allows agents toreason aboutconversation
effects. Hereafter are a few examples of speech act, as defined inDyLOG: they
are the specification of theinform, queryIf, andrefuseInformFIPA-ACL primitive
speech acts.

inform(Self, Other, l)
a) 2(BSelf l ∧BSelfUOtherl ⊃ 〈inform(Self,Other, l)〉>)
b) 2([inform(Self,Other, l)]MSelfBOtherl)
c) 2(BSelfBOtherauthority(Self, l) ⊃ [inform(Self, Other, l)]BSelfBOtherl)
d) 2(> ⊃ 〈inform(Other, Self, l)〉>)
e) 2([inform(Other, Self, l)]BSelfBOtherl)
f) 2(BSelfauthority(Other, l) ⊃ [inform(Other, Self, l)]BSelf l)
g) 2(MSelfauthority(Other, l) ⊃ [inform(Other, Self, l)]MSelf l)

Clause (a) represents theexecutability preconditionsfor the actioninform(Self ,
Other, l): it specifies those mental conditions that make this action executable in
a state. Intuitively, it states thatSelf can execute an inform act only if it believesl
(BSelf models the beliefs of agentSelf ) and it believes that the receiver (Other)
does not knowl. According to clause (b), the agent also considers possible that
the receiver will adopt its belief (the modal operatorMSelf is the dual ofBSelf

by definition), although it cannot be sure that this will happen by theautonomy
assumption. Nevertheless, if agentSelf thinks to be considered by the receiver
a trusted authorityabout l, it is also confident thatOther will adopt its belief,
clause (c). Since executability preconditions can be tested only on the mental state
of Self , whenSelf is the receiver the action of informing is considered asalways
executable, clause (d). WhenSelf is the receiver, the effect of an inform act is that
Self will believe thatl is believed by the sender (Other), clause (e), butSelf will
adoptl as an own belief only if it thinks thatOther is a trusted authority, clause (f).

queryIf(Self, Other, l)
a) 2(USelf l ∧ ¬BSelfUOtherl ⊃ 〈queryIf(Self, Other, l)〉>)
b) 2(> ⊃ 〈queryIf(Other, Self, l)〉>)
c) 2([queryIf(Other, Self, l)]BSelfUOtherl)

By queryIf an agent asks another agent if it believes thatl is true. To perform a
queryIf act,Self must ignorel and it must believe that the receiver does not ignore
l, clause (a). After aqueryIf act, the receiver will believe that the sender ignoresl.

refuseInform(Self, Other, l)
a) 2(USelf l ∧BSelfDone(queryIf(Other, Self, l))>

⊃ 〈refuseInform(Self, Other, l)〉>)
b) 2(> ⊃ 〈refuseInform(Other, Self, l)〉>)
c) 2([refuseInform(Other, Self, l)]BSelfUOtherl)
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Querier Informer

queryIf(Fluent)

X

inform(Fluent)

inform(~Fluent)

RefuseInform(Fluent)

Fig. 4. The AUML [32] sequence diagram represents the communicative interactions oc-
curring between thequerierand theinformer in theyes no query protocol.

By refuseInform an agent refuses to give an information it was asked for. The re-
fusal can be executed only if the sender ignoresl and it believes that the receiver
previously queried it aboutl, clause (a). A refusal by some other agent is considered
as always possible, clause (b). After a refusal the receiver believes that the sender
ignoresl.

Get-message actionsare used forreceivingmessages from other agents. Since,
from the agent perspective, they correspond toqueriesfor an external input, they
are modeled as a special kind of sensing actions, whose outcome is unpredictable.
The main difference w.r.t. normal sensing actions is that they are defined by means
of speech acts performed by theinterlocutor. Formally,get message actions are
defined by axiom schemas of the form:

[get message(agi, agj, l)]ϕ ≡ [
⋃

speech act∈Cget message

speech act(agj, agi, l)]ϕ (9)

Cget message is a finite set of speech acts, which are all the possible communications
that agentagi expects from agentagj in the context of a given conversation. A
get message action does not have a domain of mental fluents associated to it, the
information is obtained by looking at the effects of such speech acts onagi’s mental
state.

Conversation protocolsspecify patterns of communication; they define the context
in which speech acts are executed [28] and are modelled by means ofprocedure
axiomshaving the form (8). Since agents have a subjective perception of the com-
munication, each protocol has as many procedural representations as the possible
rolesin the conversation. We will callpolicyeach such role-centric implementation.

Let us consider, for instance theyes no query protocol reported in Fig. 4, a sim-
plified version of the FIPA Query Interaction Protocol [16]. The protocol has two
complementary views, one to be followed for performing a query (yes no queryQ)
and one for responding (yes no queryI). Let us show how it would be possible to
implement it inDyLOG.
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(a) 〈yes no queryQ(Self,Other, F luent)〉ϕ ⊂
〈queryIf(Self, Other, F luent); get answer(Self, Other, F luent)〉ϕ

(b) [get answer(Self, Other, F luent)]ϕ ≡
[inform(Other, Self, F luent) ∪ inform(Other, Self,¬Fluent) ∪
refuseInform(Other, Self, F luent)]ϕ

Trivially, in yes no queryQ agentSelf performs aqueryIf speech act then it waits
for the answer of agentOther. The definitions ofget answer andget start (the
latter is reported hereafter, axiom (f)) are instances of theget message axiom. In-
tuitively, the right hand side ofget answer represents all the possible answers ex-
pected by agentSelf from agentOther aboutFluent, in the context of a conver-
sation ruled by theyes no queryQ conversation policy.

(c) 〈yes no queryI(Self, Other, F luent)〉ϕ ⊂
〈get start(Self, Other, F luent);
BSelfFluent?; inform(Self, Other, F luent)〉ϕ

(d) 〈yes no queryI(Self, Other, F luent)〉ϕ ⊂
〈get start(Self, Other, F luent);
BSelf¬Fluent?; inform(Self,Other,¬Fluent)〉ϕ

(e) 〈yes no queryI(Self, Other, F luent)〉ϕ ⊂
〈get start(Self, Other, F luent);
USelfFluent?; refuseInform(Self,Other, F luent)〉ϕ

Theyes no queryI protocol specifies the behavior of the agentSelf , when it plays
the role of the informer, waiting for a query fromOther and, then, replying in
accordance to its beliefs on the query subject. Last but not least, rule (f) reports the
axiom by whichget start is defined:

(f) [get start(Self, Other, F luent)]ϕ ≡ [queryIf(Other, Self, F luent)]ϕ

It is a renaming ofqueryIf.

We are now in condition to define thecommunication kit, denoted byCKitagi, of an
agentagi as the triple(ΠC, ΠCP, ΠSget), whereΠC is the set of simple action laws
definingagi’s speech acts,ΠSget is the set of axioms that specifiyagi’s get message
actions andΠCP is the set of procedure axioms specifying its conversation proto-
cols.

A Domain Descriptiondefining an agentagi is, then, a triple(Π, CKitagi , S0),
whereCKitagi is the agent’s communication kit,S0 is agi’s initial set of belief
fluents, andΠ is a specification of the agent’s non-communicative behavior. It is
a triple(ΠA, ΠS, ΠP), whereΠA is the set ofagi’s world action and precondition
laws, ΠS is the specification of a set of sensing action,ΠP a set of axioms that
define complex actions.
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3.3 Dealing with persistency

In the DyLOG framework, a non-monotonic solution is adopted to deal with the
persistency problem. More precisely, an abductive semantics is proposed for the
language, in which abductive assumptions are used to model the persistency of
beliefs fluents, from a state to the following one, when an action is performed. The
solution is a generalization of [7], that allows one to deal also with nested beliefs
and communicative actions, and consists in maximizing persistency assumptions
about epistemic fluents after the execution of action sequences. In particular any
belief fluentF which holds in a given state is assumed to persist through an action,
unless it is inconsistent to assume so, i.e. unless¬F holds after the action execution.

Notice that belief states areinconsistentwhen they contain either a beliefBagil and
its negation, or the belief formulasBagjBagil andBagjBagi¬l, or the belief formu-
lasBagjBagil andBagj¬Bagil. However, from theseriality of theBagi operators,
the following general formula schema for therank 2 beliefs holds in the defined
logic for any two agentsagi andagj (actually, the general schema for any rank of
nesting holds):

BagiBagj¬ϕ ⊃ ¬BagiBagjϕ (10)

This property guarantees that when an inconsistency arises “locally” in the beliefs
ascribed fromagi to some other agent, the beliefs ofagi itself will be inconsistent.
Therefore, in case of a nested epistemic fluentBagiBagj l, the persistency iscor-
rectly blockedwhen a locally inconsistent fluentBagiBagj¬l becomes true after an
action execution, because¬BagiBagj l can be derived from (10).

Given these considerations, the semantics is defined according to the method used
by Eshghi and Kowalski in the definition of the abductive semantics for negation as
failure [14]. A new set of atomic propositions of the formM[a1] . . . [am]F are de-
fined asabducibles. 3 Their meaning is that the fluent expressionF can be assumed
to hold in the state obtained by the execution of the primitive actionsa1, . . . , am.
Each abducible can be assumed to hold, if it is consistent with the domain descrip-
tion (Π, CKitagi , S0) and with the other assumed abducibles. Then, we add to the
axiom system, that characterizes the logic defined by the domain description, the
persistency axiom schema:

[a1] . . . [am−1]F ∧M[a1] . . . [am−1][am]F ⊃ [a1] . . . [am−1][am]F

wherea1, . . . , am are primitive actions andF is a belief fluent. It means that ifF
holds aftera1, . . . , am−1, and it can be assumed to persist after actionam (i.e., it

3 Notice that hereM is not a modality.Mα denotes a new atomic proposition.Mα means
“α is consistent”, analogously to default logic.
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is consistent to assumeM[a1] . . . [am]F ), one can conclude thatF holds after the
sequence of actionsa1, . . . , am.

3.4 Reasoning about conversations

Given a domain description, we can reason about it and formalize thetemporal
projectionand theplanningproblem by means of existential queries of form:

〈p1〉〈p2〉 . . . 〈pm〉Fs (11)

where eachpk, k = 1, . . . , m may be an (atomic or complex) action executed byagi

or an external speech act, that belongs toCKitagi. By the wordexternalwe denote
a speech act in which our agent plays the role of the receiver. Checking if a query
of form (11) succeeds corresponds to answering the question “Is there an execution
trace of the sequencep1, . . . ,pm that leads to a state where the conjunction of belief
fluentsFs holds for agentagi?”. In case all thepk’s are atomic actions, it amounts to
predict if the condition of interest will be true after their execution. In case complex
actions are involved, the execution trace that is returned in the end is aplan to bring
aboutFs. The procedure definition constrains the search space.

A special case is when the procedure is aconversation protocol. In this case and
by applying these same reasoning techniques, the agent will be able to predict how
a conversation can affect its mental state and also to produce a conversation that
will allow it achieve a communicative goal of interest. In this processget message
actions are treated as sensing actions, whose outcome is not known at planning
time – agents cannot read each other’s mind, so they cannot know in advance the
answers that they will receive –. For this reason all of the possible alternatives are
to be taken into account. This can be done because of the existence of the protocol.

The extracted plan will, then, beconditional, in the sense that for eachget message
action and for each sensing action it will contain as many branches as possible
action outcomes. Each path in the resulting tree is alinear plan that brings about
the desired conditionFs. More formally:

(1) an action sequenceσ = a1; . . . ; am, with m ≥ 0, is a conditional plan;
(2) if a1; . . . ; am (m ≥ 0) is an action sequence,s ∈ S is a sensing action, andσ1,

. . ., σt are conditional plans, then

σ = a1; . . . ; am; s; ((Bagil1?); σ1 ∪ . . . ∪ (Bagilt?); σt)

wherel1, . . ., lt ∈ dom(s), is a conditional plan;
(3) if a1; . . . ; am (m ≥ 0) is an action sequence,g ∈ S is aget message action,
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andσ1, . . ., σt are conditional plans, then

σ = a1; . . . ; ak; g; ((BagiDone(c1)>?); σ1 ∪ . . . ∪ (BagiDone(ct)>?); σt)

wherec1, . . . , ct ∈ Cg, is a conditional plan.

In some applications it is actually possible to extract a conditional plan, that leads
to the goalindependentlyfrom the answers of the interlocutor, as done in [3]. A
weaker alternative is to look for a linear plan that leads to the goal, given some
assumptionson the received answers. This weaker approach does not guarantee
that atexecution timethe services will stick to the planned conversation, but it
allows finding a feasable solution when a conditional plan cannot be found. This
is actually the case of the example of Section??. If we composerestaurant1and
cinema1, it is possible to find a conversation after which the user’s desires about
the credit card and about the use of promotional tickets are satisfied. However, the
success of the plan depends on information that is known only at execution time
(availability of seats) and that weassumedduring planning. In fact, if no seat is
available the goal of making a reservation will fail.

The advantage of reasoning about protocols, in this latter situation, is that the in-
formation contained in the protocol is sufficient to excludea priori a number of
compositions that will never satisfy the goal. For instance,restaurant1plus cin-
ema2does not permit to exploit a promotion independently from the availability of
seats.

The proof procedure that allows to reason about conversation protocols is a natural
evolution of [7] and is described in Appendix A; it is goal-directed and based on
negation as failure (NAF). NAF is used to deal with the persistency problem for
verifying that the complement of a mental fluent is not true in the state resulting
from an action execution, while in the modal theory we adopted an abductive char-
acterization. The proof procedure allows agents to findlinear plans for reaching
a goal from an incompletely specified initial state. The soundness can be proved
under the assumption of e-consistency, i.e. for any action the set of its effects is
consistent [12]. The extracted plans always lead to a state in which the goal condi-
tion Fs holds.

4 Reasoning about conversations for web service selection and composition

This section reports a few examples aimed at showing the utility of a declarative
representation of conversation protocols and policies in a Semantic Web frame-
work. The scenario we refer to is the one introduced in Section??. The web ser-
vices that are involved can be classified in two categories, depending on their func-
tion: restaurant web services and cinema web services. The former allow a user
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to book a table at a given restaurant, the latter to book a seat at a given cinema.
The interaction, however, is carried on in different ways. In particular, the services
accept different forms of payment and only part of them allow users to benefit of
promotions. The section is structured in the following way. First of all, we focus
on knowledge representation and present the protocols used by the web services
involved in the scenario. Afterwards, the two tasks of web service selection and
web service composition will be tackled, showing how personalization plays an
important role in both cases.

4.1 Writing conversation protocols inDyLOG

Let us begin with describing theprotocols, that are followed by the web services.
Such protocols allow the interaction of two agents (the service and the customer),
so each of them encompasses two complementary views: the view of the web ser-
vice and the view of the customer. Each view corresponds to an agent conversation
policy, which is represented as aDyLOG procedure but for the sake of brevity, we
report only the view of the customer. It is easy to see how the structures of the
procedure clauses correspond to the sequence of AUML operators in the sequence
diagrams. The subscripts next to the protocol names are a writing convention for
representing the role that the agent plays; so, for instance,Q stands forquerier, and
C for customer. The customer view of the restaurant protocols is the following:

(a) 〈reserv rest 1C(Self, Service, T ime)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self, Service, available(Time)) ;

BSelfavailable(Time)? ;
get info(Self, Service, reservation(Time)) ;
get info(Self, Service, cinema promo) ;
get info(Self, Service, ft number)〉ϕ

(b) 〈reserv rest 2C(Self, WebS, T ime)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self, WebS, available(Time)) ;

BSelfavailable(Time)? ;
get info(Self, WebS, reservation(Time))〉ϕ

(c) [get info(Self, Service, F luent)]ϕ ⊂ [inform(Service, Self, F luent)]ϕ

Procedure (a) is the protocol procedure that describes the communicative behavior
of the first restaurant: the customer asks if a table is available at a certain time, if so,
the restaurant informs it that a reservation has been taken and that it gained a promo-
tional free ticket for a cinema (cinema promo), whose code number (ft number)
is returned. Theget message actionget info and the protocolyes no queryQ have
already been explained in Section 3.

Procedure (b), instead, describes the communicative behavior of the second restau-
rant: the interaction is similar to the previous case but the restaurant does not take
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part to the promotion so the customer does not get any free ticket for the cinema.

Clause (c) shows howget info can be implemented as aninform act executed by the
service and having as recipient the customer. The question mark amounts to check
the value of a fluent in the current state; the semicolon is the sequencing operator
of two actions.

On the other hand, the cinema protocols are as follows.

(c) 〈reserv cinema 1C(Self, Service,Movie)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self, Service, available(Movie)) ;

BSelfavailable(Movie)? ;
yes no queryI(Self, Service, cinema promo) ;
¬BSelfcinema promo? ;
yes no queryI(Self, Service, pay by(c card)) ;

BSelfpay by(c card)? ;
inform(Self, Service, cc number) ;
get info(Self, Service, reservation(Movie))〉ϕ

(d) 〈reserv cinema 1C(Self, Service,Movie)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self, Service, available(Movie)) ;

BSelfavailable(Movie)? ;
yes no queryI(Service, Self, cinema promo) ;

BSelfcinema promo? ;
inform(Self, Service, ft number) ;
get info(Self, Service, reservation(Movie))〉ϕ

(e) 〈reserv cinema 2C(Self,WebS, F ilm)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self, WebS, available(Film)) ;

BSelfavailable(Film)? ;
get info(Self, WebS, pay by(cash)) ;
get info(Self, WebS, reservation(Film))〉ϕ

Supposing that the desired movie is available, the first cinema alternatively accepts
credit card payments, clause (c), or promotional tickets, clause (d). The second
cinema, instead, accepts only cash payments, clause (e).

4.2 Web service selection by reasoning about interaction

Web service selection by means of reasoning about a service conversation policy,
amounts to answering to the query “Is there a possible conversation among those
allowed by the service protocol, after which a condition of interest holds?”. In the
scenario depicted in Section??, an example is the desire of the user of avoiding
credit card payments over the web (forinstance when booking a table at the restau-
rant). Let us suppose that the search engine has returned references tocinema1and
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cinema2, whose conversation policies are described in the previous section, clauses
(c), (d), and (e). Let us begin with consideringcinema1. This web service satisfies
the user’s request if it is possible to answer the following query:

〈reserv cinema 1C(customer, cinema1,movie)〉
Bcustomerreservation(movie) ∧Bcustomer¬Bcinemacc number)

where reserv cinema 1C is the DyLOG procedure that encodes the web service
communicative behavior andmovie is the movie of interest. The condition of in-
terest that must hold in the customer’s mental state after the procedure’s execu-
tion is that the desired reservation has been taken (Bcustomerreserva-tion(movie))
and that the credit card number has not been passed to the cinema web service
(Bcustomer¬Bcinemacc number). This latter condition is a nested belief, that is, a
belief about the knowledge of another agent (the cinema service). In the case of
cinema1one such conversation actually exists and it corresponds to the following
sequence of speech acts.

queryIf(customer, cinema1, available(movie)) ;

inform(cinema1, customer, available(movie)) ;

queryIf(cinema1, customer, cinema promo) ;
inform(customer, cinema1, cinema promo) ;
inform(customer, cinema1, ft number) ;
inform(cinema1, customer, reservation(movie))

So the resulting conversation is adialogue planthat allows the customer to achieve
its goals, within the boundaries posed by the service protocol. Of course, this con-
versation can be enacted only if thecustomerowns a promotional free ticket, that is,
if cinema promo is in its initial mental state and if a seat for the movie is available.
Since this information will be known only at plan-execution time, it is assumed to
hold in order to complete the plan construction. The box around the speech act
inform(cinema1, customer, available(movie)) underlines this fact.

4.3 Web service composition by reasoning about interaction

The other task that we mean to accomplish by reasoning about conversation pro-
tocols is web service composition. We can verify if the two policies can be com-
posed with the desired effect, by using the reasoning mechanisms embedded in the
DyLOG to answer the query:

〈reserv rest 1C(customer, restaurant, dinner) ;
reserv cinema 1C(customer, cinema,movie)〉

(Bcustomercinema promo ∧Bcustomerreservation(dinner)∧
Bcustomerreservation(movie) ∧BcustomerBcinemaft number)

This query amounts to determine if it is possible to compose the interaction so to re-
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serve a table for dinner (Bcustomerreservation(dinner)) and to book a ticket for the
moviemovie(Bcustomerreservation(movie)), exploiting a promotion (Bcustomercinema promo).
The obtained free ticket is to be spent (Bcustomer Bcinema ft number), i.e.,customer
believes that after the conversation the chosen cinema will know the number of the
ticket given by the selected restaurant. If the customer has neither a reservation for
dinner nor one for the cinema or a free ticket, the query succeeds, returning the
following linear plan:

queryIf(customer, restaurant, available(dinner)) ;

inform(restaurant, customer, available(dinner)) ;

inform(restaurant, customer, reservation(dinner)) ;
inform(restaurant, customer, cinema promo) ;
inform(restaurant, customer, ft number) ;
queryIf(customer, cinema, available(movie)) ;

inform(cinema, customer, available(movie)) ;

queryIf(cinema, customer, cinema promo) ;
inform(customer, cinema, cinema promo) ;
inform(customer, cinema, ft number) ;
inform(cinema, customer, reservation(movie))

This means that there is first a conversation betweencustomer andrestaurant
and, then, a conversation betweencustomer and cinema, that are instances of
the respective conversation protocols, after which the desired condition holds. The
linear plan, will, actually lead to the desired goal given that someassumptionsabout
the provider’s answers hold. In the above plan, assumptions have been outlined with
a box. For instance, an assumption for reserving a seat at a cinema is that there is a
free seat, a fact that can be known only at execution time. Assumptions occur when
the interlocutor can respond in different ways depending on its internal state. It is
not possible to know in this phase which the answer will be, but since the set of
the possible answers is given by the protocol, it is possible to identify the subset
that leads to the goal. In the example they are answers foreseen by ayes no query
protocol (see Figure?? (i) and [3]). Returning such assumptions to the designer is
also very important to understand the correctness of the implementation also with
respect to the chosen speech act ontology.

5 Conclusions and related works

The work presented in this article is set in the Semantic Web field of research and
faces some issues related to web service selection and composition. The basic idea
is to consider a service as a software agent and the problem of composing a set of
web services as the problem of making a set of software agents cooperate within a
multiagent system (or MAS). This interpretation is, actually, quite natural, although
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somewhat new to the web service community, with a few exceptions [11,42]. In
particular, we have studied the possible benefits provided by the introduction of an
explicit (and declarative) description of the communicative behavior of the web ser-
vices in terms ofpersonalizationof the service fruition and of thecompositionof a
set of services. Indeed, a web service must follow some possibly non-deterministic
procedure aimed at getting/supplying all the necessary information. So far, how-
ever, standard languages for web service description do not envision the possibility
of separating the communicative behavior of the service from the rest of the de-
scription.

The idea of setting web service selection and composition in the Semantic Web,
rather than in the WWW, is motivated by a general agreement on the principle that
the richer the semantic information that is used, the higher the precision of the an-
swer to a query, whereprecision is the extent to which only the items really of
interest are returned [24]. Of course, other approaches have been proposed and are
being investigated. For instance, the frame-based approaches, like the UDDI reg-
istry service for WSDL web services [13]. In this case two sets of textual property
values are compared, a service description and a query (i.e. the description of a de-
sired service); both descriptions are based on partially pre-enumerated vocabularies
of service types and properties. Another category is that of deductive retrieval (also
known as “reuse by contract”), well described in [36]. Here web services, inter-
preted as software components, are seen as black-boxes, whose description relies
on the concept of Abstract Data Type (or ADT). The semantics of an ADT is given
by a set of logic axioms. Part of the approaches in this family (the “plug in match”
approaches [45]) use these logic axioms to identify the pre- and post-conditions to
the execution of the web service. In this case also queries are represented by a set of
pre- and post-conditions. The decision of whether a service matches a given query
depends on the truth value of the formula(preQ ⊃ preWS) ∩ (postQ ⊃ postWS),
wherepreQ andpostQ are the pre- and post-conditions of the query andpreWS and
postWS are the pre- and post-conditions of the service. Many works should be cited
in this line of research, like NORA/HAMRR [18], feature-based classification [38],
LARKS [43], SWS matchmaker [23], up to PDDL-based languages (PDDL stands
for “Planning Domain Definition Framework” [27]) like the proposal in [37].

In this paper an approach based on techniques for reasoning about actions and
change has been proposed, in which the communicative behavior of the services is
modelled as a complex action, a procedure, based on speech acts. In this framework
the selection and composition tasks can be interpreted as the process of answering
the questions “Is it possible to interact with this service in such a way that this
condition will hold afterwards?” and “Is it possible to execute these services in
sequence in such a way that this condition will hold afterwards?”. Of course the
effective achievement of the goal might depend on conditions, that are necessary to
the completion of the interaction but that will be known only at execution time. For
instance, in order to book a table at a restaurant it is necessary that there is at least
one free table. Due to the public protocol specification the agent has, however, the
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possibility to set up a plan. Even though this plan might be subject to assumptions
(e.g. that a table will be available), the agent will know in advance if it is worthwhile
to interact with that partner. In a way, the approach that has been proposed can be
seen as a sieve that allows agents to brush off a number of partners before the
interaction. However, it is something more than a sieve because it also allows the
identification of courses of interaction that the agent is willing to perform. In this
perspective, it is actually a valuable tool for personalizing the interaction with web
services according to the goals of the user.

Our proposal can be considered as an approach based on the process ontology, a
white boxapproach in which part of the behavior of the services is available for a
rational inspection. In this case, the deductive process exploits more semantic in-
formation: in fact, it does not only take into account the pre- and post-conditions,
as above, it also takes into account the complex behavior (the communicative be-
havior) of the service. The idea of focussing on abstract descriptions of the com-
municative behavior is, actually, a novelty also with respect to other proposals that
are closer to the agent research community and more properly set in the Seman-
tic Web research field. The work that is surely the closest to ours is the one by
the DAML-S (now OWL-S) coalition, that designed the language OWL-S [34].
An OWL-S service description has three conceptual levels: the profile, used for
advertising and discovery, where inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects are enu-
merated, the process model, a declarative description of the structure of a service,
and the grounding, that describes how an agent can access the service by means
of low-level (SOAP) messages. To our aims, the most interesting component of an
OWL-S web service description is the process model, which describes a service
as atomic, simple (not atomic but viewed as such) or composite, in a way inspired
by the language Golog and its extensions [26,20,30]. However, to our knowledge,
no approach for reasoning about the process model has been proposed yet. In the
works by McIlraith (e.g. [31]), indeed the most relevant for us, the idea is always to
compose services that are at least viewed as atomic, and the composition is based
on their preconditions and effects. In particular, the precondition and effect, input
and output lists are flat; no relation among them can be expressed, so it is impossi-
ble to understand if a service can follow various interactions. Indeed, the advantage
of working at the protocols level is that by reasoning about protocols agents can
personalize the interaction by selecting a course that satisfies user- (or service-)
given requirements. This process can be started before the actual interaction takes
place.

In parallel to the semantic web initiative, industry also moved towards the ulti-
mate goal of seamless interoperability among web services. A lot of interest arised
about orchestration an choreography models for obtaining automatic composition
of web services, leading to the definition of new standards that support the speci-
fication of complex services out of simpler ones, e.g. BPEL4WS [?], WSCI. The
semantics of such new languages is not precisely defined yet. In this context the
use of formal methods has been proposed for providing a framework where spec-
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ifying web services in an adequate, formally defined, and expressive enough lan-
guage, that enables the composition and the verification of correctness [?]. Most of
the approaches propose to adapt formal models for concurrency and coordination
of distributed systems (e.g. process algebras) to the task of web service descrip-
tion and composition. However, as highlighted in [?,?], standards like BPEL4WS
mainly enable automation of hand-written compositions. BPEL4WS specifications
are written manually and no composition based on a search process takes place.
This reduces flexibility in dynamically adapting the composition according to user
preferences. On the line of the semantic web initiative, we instead propose to dy-
namically compose services by using planning applied to declarativeindividual
service descriptions. This allows the adaptation w.r.t. the user’s preferences.

The choice of the languageDyLOG is also motivated by results which are not re-
ported in the present article, see [5]. Indeed, it is possible to verify in an automatic
way if a conversation policy, the procedure that encodes the communicative behav-
ior of an agent, implemented inDyLOG, is conformantto a protocol specification
given in the specification language AUML [32]. It would be interesting to integrate
in the proposed approach a mechanism for dealing withfailure (at execution time)
andreplanning. This form of reasoning is necessary to arrive to real applications
and it could take into account also degrees of preference explicitly expressed by the
user. Such criteria could be used to achieve a greater flexibility, by relaxing some
of the constraints in case no plan can be found or when a plan execution fails.

Opposed to the mentalistic approach, followed inDyLOG, some authors have re-
cently proposed asocial approachto agent communication [41], in which commu-
nicative actions affect the “social state” of the system rather than the internal states
of the agents. The social state records the social facts, like thepermissionsand the
commitmentsof the agents, which are created and modified along the interaction.
The birth of the social approach is due to the difficulty of verifying, in a men-
talistic framework, that an agent acts according to a commonly agreed semantics,
because its mental state cannot be accessed [44]. This problem is also known as
semantics verification. The social approach overcomes the semantics verification
problem because it exploits a set of established commitmentsbetweenthe agents,
that are stored as part of the MAS social state. In this framework it is possible to
formally prove the correctness of public interaction protocols with respect to the
specifications outcoming from the analysis phases; such proof can be obtained, for
instance, by means of model checking techniques [39,44,21,8] (but not only, e.g.,
[10]). However, when one passes from the public protocol specification to itsim-
plementationin some language (e.g. Java,DyLOG), a program is obtained which,
by definition, relies on the information contained in the internal “state” of the agent
for deciding which action to execute [22]. In this perspective, the use of a declar-
ative language is helpful because it allows the proof of properties of thespecific
implementationin a straightforward way. In particular, the use of a language that
explicitly represents and uses the agent internal state is useful for proving to which
extent certain properties depend on the agent mental state or on the semantics of the
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speech acts. For instance, in our work we perform hypothetical reasoning about the
effects of conversations on the agent mental state, to find conversation plans which
are proved to respect the implemented protocols, achieving at the same time some
desired goal.
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A Goal directed proof procedure for DyLOG

This appendix presents the proof procedure used to build linear plans, making as-
sumptions on sensing actions and on external communicative actions. Then, a vari-
ant that builds conditional plans is introduced, where all the possible values re-
turned by sensing and by incoming communications are taken into account. For
the sake of brevity, we do not report in this paper the demonstrations. Actually,
these are very similar to those forDyLOG without communication kit, see [7,35]
for details.

A.1 Linear plan extraction

A query (see Section 3.4) of the form〈p1; p2; . . . ; pn〉Fs succeeds if it is possible
to execute in the given orderp1, p2, . . ., pn, starting from the current state, in such
a way thatFs holds in the resulting belief state. Since a state can be represented by
the sequence of atomic actions performed for reaching it, in general, we write:

a1, . . . , am ` 〈p1; p2; . . . ; pn〉Fs with answer (w.a.)σ

wherea1, . . . , am represents the current state, to mean that the query can be proved
with answerσ in the current state and from the domain description(Π, CKitagi, S0).
The answerσ is an execution traceam, . . . am+k of p1, . . . , pn in the current state.
We denote byε the initial mental state.

The first part of the proof procedure, rules (1–6) in Fig. A.1, deals with the exe-
cution of complex actions, sensing actions, primitive actions and test actions. The
proof procedure reduces the complex actions in the query to a sequence of prim-
itive actions and test actions, then it verifies if the execution of primitive actions
is possible and if test actions are successful. To do this, it reasons about the exe-
cution of a sequence of primitive actions from the initial state and computes the
values of fluents at different states. During a computation, a state is represented by
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1)

a1···m ` 〈p′1; . . . ; p′
n′ ; p2···n〉Fs w. a.σ

a1···m ` 〈p; p2···n〉Fs w. a.σ
wherep ∈ P and

〈p〉ϕ ⊂ 〈p′1; . . . ; p′
n′ 〉ϕ ∈ ΠP ∪ΠCP

2)

a1···m ` Fs′ a1···m ` 〈p2···n〉Fs w. a.σ

a1···m ` 〈(Fs′)?; p2···n〉Fs w. a.σ

3)

a1···m ` Fs′ a1···m, a ` 〈p2···n〉Fs w. a.σ

a1···m ` 〈a; p2···n〉Fs w. a.σ
wherea ∈ A ∪C, and

2(Fs′ ⊃ 〈a〉>) ∈ ΠA ∪ΠC

4)

a1···m ` 〈sBagi l; p2···n〉Fs w. a.σ

a1···m ` 〈s; p2···n〉Fs w. a.σ
wheres ∈ S and

l ∈ dom(s)

5)

a1···m ` 〈c; p2···n〉Fs w. a.σ

a1···m ` 〈g; p2···n〉Fs w. a.σ
whereg ∈ Sget and
[g]ϕ ≡ [

⋃
c∈Cg

c]ϕ

6)

a1···m ` Fs

a1···m ` 〈ε〉Fs w. a.σ whereσ = a1; . . . ; am

Fig. A.1. Rules (1-6) of the goal directed proof procedure forDyLOG. a1···m andp2···n
stands fora1, . . . , am andp2, . . . , pn, respectively.l denotes a fluent literal or a done fluent
while L denotesl or a belief fluent of rank 1.

a sequence of primitive actionsa1, . . . , am. The value of fluents at a state is not
explicitly recorded but it is computed when needed. The second part of the proce-
dure, rules (7–14), allows the values of mental fluents in an agentagi state to be
determined.

Let us briefly comments the rules. To execute acomplex actionp the modality〈p〉
is non-deterministically replaced with the modality in the antecedent of a suitable
axiom, rule (1). To execute atest action(Fs)?, the value ofFs is checked in the
current state; ifFs holds, the test action is eliminated otherwise the computation
fails, rule (2). To execute aprimitive actiona, first precondition laws are checked
to verify if the action is possible. If they hold, the computation moves to a new
state in which the action has been performed, rule (3). To execute asensing action
s, rule (4), we non-deterministically replace it with one of the primitive actions
which define it, that, when it is executable, will causeBagil andBagi¬l′, for each
l′ ∈ dom(s), with l 6= l′. Rule (5) deals withget message actions: aget message
actiong is non-deterministically replaced with one of the external communicative
actions which define it.

Rule (6) deals with the case when no more actions are to be executed. The desired
sequence of primitive actions has already been determined so, to check ifFs is true
after it, rules (7-14) in Fig. A.2 are used. Anepistemic fluentF holds at a state
a1, . . . , am if either F is an immediate effect of actionam (rule 8a); or actionam

is a primitive actionsF (introduced to model the sensing actions), whose effect is
to addF to the state (rule 8b); orF holds in the previous statea1, . . . , am−1 and
it persists afteram, rule (8c); ora1, a2, . . . , am is the initial state andF already
holds in it, rule (8d). Notice that rule (8c) allows to deal with theframe problem: F
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6)

a1···m ` Fs

a1···m ` 〈ε〉Fs w. a.σ whereσ = a1; . . . ; am

7) a1···m ` >

8a)

a1···m−1 ` Fs′

a1···m ` F
wherem > 0 and

2(Fs′ ⊃ [am]F ) ∈ ΠA

8b) a1···m ` F if am = sF

8c)

not a1···m ` ¬F a1···m−1 ` F

a1···m ` F wherem > 0

8d) ε ` F if F ∈ S0

9)

a1···m ` Fs′ a1···m ` Fs′′

a1···m ` Fs′ ∧ Fs′′

10)
a1···m ` BagiL

a1···m ` MagiL

11)
a1···m ` Bagi l

a1···m ` BagiBagi l 11’)
a1···m ` MagiMagi l

a1···m ` Magi l

12)
a1···m ` Magi l

a1···m ` BagiMagi l 12’)
a1···m ` MagiBagi l

a1···m ` Bagi l

13)

a1···m ` Done(a)>
a1···m ` BagiDone(a)> 14) a1···m ` Done(am)>

Fig. A.2. Rules (7-14) of the goal directed proof procedure forDyLOG. a1···m andp2···n
stands fora1, . . . , am andp2, . . . , pn, respectively.l denotes a fluent literal or a done fluent
while L denotesl or a belief fluent of rank 1.

persists from a state to the next one unless the executed actionam makes¬F true,
i.e. it persists if¬F fails froma1, a2, . . . , am. In this rule not representsnegation
as failure. Rule (9) deals withconjunction. Rule (10) allowsMagil to be concluded
from Bagil, this is justified by the property of seriality of the belief modality. Rules
(11) and (11’) have been introduced for coping withtransitivity of beliefs. Rules
(12) and (12’) tackle theireuclideaness. Rules (13) and (14) have been introduced
to provideawarenessof the action execution.

Under the assumption ofe-consistency, i.e. for every set of action laws for a given
action which may be applied in the same state, the set of their effects is consistent,
of the domain description and of consistency of the initial situation, the proof proce-
dure issoundw.r.t. the non-monotonic semantics. First, it is necessary to show that
the proof procedure is sound and complete w.r.t. the monotonic Kripke semantics;
then, it is possible to show the soundness of the non-monotonic part.

Finally, let〈p1; . . . ; pn〉Fs be an existential query andσ the answer returned by one
of its successeful derivations. It is possible to show thatσ is effectively an execution
trace ofp1; . . . ; pn, that is, given a domain description,〈σ〉Fs ⊃ 〈p1; . . . ; pn〉Fs.
Moreover,σ is a legal sequence of atomic actions, it can actually be executed, and
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4-bis)

∀lk ∈ F, a1···m ` 〈sBagi l; p2···n〉Fs w. a.a1; . . . ; am; sB
agi l; σ′k

a1···m ` 〈s; p2···n〉Fs w. a.a1; . . . ; am; s; (
⋃

k=1...t
(Bagi lk?); σ′k)

5-bis)

∀ck ∈ Cg , a1···m ` 〈ck; p2···n〉Fsi w. a.a1; . . . ; am; ck; σ′k
a1···m ` 〈g; p2···n〉Fsi w. a.a1; . . . ; am; g; (

⋃
k=1...t

(BagiDone(ck)>?); σ′k)

Fig. A.3. A variant of the proof procedure for extracting conditional plans. In (4-bis)s ∈ S
andF = {l1, . . . , lt} = dom(s); in (5-bis)g ∈ S and{c1, . . . , ct}= Cg.

it always leads to a state in whichFs holds, i.e. the〈σ〉> and[σ]Fs hold.

A.2 Building conditional plans

Let us now introduce a variant of the proof procedure presented above which, given
a query〈p1; p2; . . . ; pn〉Fs, computes aconditional planσ. All the executions inσ
are possible behaviors of the sequencep1; p2; . . . ; pn. The new proof procedure is
obtained by replacing rules (4) and (5) in Fig. A.1 (to handle sensing actions and
get message actions, respectively) with rules (4-bis) and (5-bis) in Fig. A.3. As a
difference with the previous case, when a sensing action is executed, the procedure
now considers all the possible outcomes of the action, so that the computation splits
in more branches. The resulting plan will contain a branch for each value that leads
to success. The same holds for theget message actions, which indeed are treated
as a special case of sensing.
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